The Science of Building Power
Power is a commonly used term in the engine building industry and a much sought
after commodity. As we learned last month, the force of power exists in two separate
forms; torque and horsepower. Applying these forces wisely is crucial to your engines
performance. Building a high torque, high horsepower engine that will perform in a
particular RPM range is where the science comes in. Here at Sehr Performance, we
have with years of experience, gained the knowledge needed to get the performance
you are looking for in the RPM range that you will be using it in. We take all the
components into consideration when doing a build.
The first factor considered is the carb or throttle body. Usually measured in CFM/cubic
feet per minute of flow. The optimum CFM is determined by many factors but the
baseline is set using the displacement of the engine and the working RPM range. If the
carb is too large, the intake velocity will be too low and horsepower, torque, throttle
response and vacuum signal all suffer. If the carb or throttle body is too small, upper
RPM performance is affected because the engine simply cannot breathe. The base
formula for correct CFM for a naturally aspirated engine is cubic inches times RPM
divided by 3,456 so if you have a 350 Chevy that will be working in the 6,000 RPM
range 607.6 is optimum. At 4,000 RPM, the same engine only requires 405.9 CFM.
These figures assume 100% volumetric efficiency which is difficult to achieve, so we
must take into consideration the cylinder head intake and camshaft configurations to
determine the real world efficiency of the build considered.
Volumetric efficiency is the percentage of fuel air mixture that actually enters the
engine while it is running verses how much air will enter the same engine while
stopped. As our fuel air mixture enters the engine it hits all kinds of restrictions from
the air cleaner, carburetor or throttle body, intake runners, cylinder head ports, valves
and guide bosses. Typical volumetric efficiency for a stock street engine is 80-85%,
85-90% for a hot street engine and 90-95% for a well engineered street engine. A wellengineered competition engine can achieve 100% + efficiency. These are maximum
percentages and only occur at a narrow RPM band. Factor this efficiency into our hot
350 street engine and we get: 350 X 6000 divided by 3,456 = 607.6 CFM X90% VE =
543.8 CFM and only 364.5 at 4,000 RPM.
We go the Extra Mile to find out how you will be using your engine so we can build
you the engine that best fits your needs. That’s how we put Sehr Performance in your
engine.

Let us help you get the

“EXTRA MILE”
out of your next build.
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